ECOINSTINCT
‘Membership Really Has Its Privileges’

Project ‘EcoInstinct’
As part of our effort to spur economic development across developed and developing world, CEC
global has launched an international committee in Atlanta to develop a unique portfolio of Travel
and Hospitality offerings. This unique portfolio entitled, ‘EcoInstinct’, will serve travel, hospitality ,
and tourism development needs of our fast growing network of Eco Commerce Hubs worldwide.
The portfolio caters to the specific needs of savvy business and leisure traveler. All services will
be made available to individuals and organizations through regional Eco Commerce Hub
concierges. Read more: http://www.chamberofecocommerce.com/partnerprojects/tourism.html
Eco Commerce is thriving despite the larger economic troubles around the world. Our business
community is committed in traveling. We deliver value to business traveler by leveraging our
exclusive international network of contacts across continents. We can make it easy to make
educated decisions. We are an invitation-only community. Our services are reserved for the
world’s most elite, frequent high-spending traveler. There is no formula for qualifying and
membership is decided person by person. The general eligibility involves some combination of a
minimum charges a month, and there is a one-time initiation fee, and an annual fee.
The demand for our services continues to grow, as we provide a rich portfolio of unique services
and benefits that one could not replicate on their own. The benefits include what you might expect
for an affluent population that frequently travels - upgrades, access to private concierge, lounges,
properties, chefs, and other unique experiences. Those who have their own jets and multiple
homes scattered around the globe - these may or may not even count as perks. Rather, the real
benefit comes in the form of privacy and hard-find limited-availability services, such as ground
transportation, security, office space, special events and meetings. We understand savvy upscale
traveler values, lifestyles, attitudes, and purchasing behavior. We deliver great value by leverage
our exclusive network in key locations worldwide.
Privileges
• Access to exclusive offers, rewards, inspiring experiences - true luxury with great value.
• Concierge services.
Services
• Customized to meet specific requirements.
• Only available in limited quantity and circulation.
• NOT generally available to the general public.
• Offered occasionally, seasonally, periodically and in complete privacy.
• Delivered effectively with the added credibility of a third party recommendation.
Contact: Denise Simone, CEC NYC, info@ChamberofEcoCommerce.com

www.ChamberofEcoCommerce.com

